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Highlights

Guy was sitting in his engineering classes that focused on building things and he
kept asking, “How will I know if this is the right solution?” IDEA 4000 sparked
his entrepreneurial knack and he finally had an avenue to ask questions about
product market fit, value propositions, and driving value.

For Guy, he was proud to be part of SIFP, as it is “a culture of excellence.”
Working in interdisciplinary teams, Guy had the opportunity to work with
students on campus bringing the best of their fields, which accelerated the
success within their groups.

SIFP was an outlet for Guy to recognize his role as a changemaker on campus
and beyond. The real-world projects offered through the Program illustrated
how he could add value to potential teammates and companies after UGA.

Meet Guy

Guy Gober, Innovation Fellow

“Opportunity begets opportunity. If you don’t take that first step over the edge, the second step
will never occur. I am glad I applied for SIFP, as so many incredible opportunities came from that

first leap of faith.”
Guy, Innovation Fellow | Agricultural Engineering ‘24

Contact the team at
sifp@uga.edu or head
to our website via the
QR Code 

Favorite Experience: Through the
Stanford University Innovation Fellows
program, I have gotten to work with
leadership at UGA on vertically
integrated projects.

Skill Sharpened: I rapidly
accelerated my networking skills,
through working with fellow Fellows
and through the Career Advancement
opportunities available through SIFP.

Challenge Overcame: Understanding
who I am as a teammate. Through the
DISC profile, I’ve learned how to step
up and step back in groups.

Rewarding Opportunity: I loved
being a mentor to the IDEA 4000 class
on the Delta project. I felt like I
delivered real value and they were
genuinely receiving my feedback.

What’s Ahead: Post-graduation, I will
pursue innovation through a startup I
started while at UGA. 

Guy’s Projects


